Are The Robots Here?

Are the Robots here?
What a question that is
And if they are, will I lose my job?
Are they tall? Are they scary?
Will they turn on me?
They always do in the movies

These are very valid questions
I wouldn’t blame you for asking
Change can be scary for some people
I know first hand from that

But these Robots are here to help
That’s exactly what they were created for
To help humanity, not to hurt us

The automations we create, we give certain skills
Like lifting heavy equipment or building cars
We give them the dangerous jobs
The jobs that are hard for us to do

So your life’s not over
Your career isn’t ruined
And No! They’re not going to eat us
They won’t hurt us or attack us
They have been programmed to help
They will make our lives easier

So are the Robots here?
They very much are
No reason to fret
I promise there here to help